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Abstract

This paper analyses the key issues and challenges of the smokescreen release optimal control under complex terrains and meteorological conditions, and proposes a dynamic model based theoretical framework that integrates the smoke release equipments, the release time, the release positions, different ways to release smoke and launch attacks, various terrains and meteorological conditions and other factors so as to determine the appropriate smokescreen release plans through the rapid inverse for various threats and battlefield environments and to conduct real-time simulation and evaluation. This paper provides a theoretical basis for the smokescreen release optimal control.
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1. Introduction

Smokescreen plays an important role on the battlefield with two fundamental functions: disturbance and disguise. Since all the terminal guidance systems rely on electromagnetic waves to realize precision strikes and smokescreen can selectively disturb the electromagnetic waves, it is possible to prevent precision strikes by smokescreen. Smokescreen can disguise visible light, infrared ray, millimeter waves and other wavebands through the shielding effect and thus defend against multiple space-based and ground-based means of reconnaissance [1]. The core issues for using smokescreen are the time, positions and ways of smoke release.

Currently, although some smokescreen estimation models have been developed [1], they are far from meeting the requirements of precision control in the information age and mostly it is estimated by the classical Gauss
model. In fact, using smokescreen is essentially an inverse problem of atmospheric diffusion. Usually, we estimate the smoke release effect by simulating the diffusion process of the smoke screens of specified source intensity, positions and time in the atmosphere in order to determine the intensity, amount and shielding effect distribution. However, in the actual situation, our goals are often conduct disturbance or disguise for specified objects at specified time, and the question is how to determine the ways, time and positions of smoke release so as to achieve the above goals. Obviously, this is an inverse question; that is to say, start from the objectives and backward simulate the diffusion process to determine the smoke release plan. On one hand, the Gauss model only applies commonly to the simulation of diffusion on the smooth ground and even underlying surface, while the actual battlefields often have complex terrains and uneven underlying surface. On the other hand, smoke release requires backward simulation starting from the objectives. Apparently, the existing smoke release theories and methods can hardly meet the demands of actual combats. Therefore, it is urgent to take various kinds of threats into account and develop the dynamic models based on the types of the smoke generating equipment, time, positions and ways of smoke release as well as different ways of attack and different terrains and meteorological conditions to inverse the smoke release plans, and thus further break through the bottleneck in smoke protection precision control technologies by providing key support to the rapid calculation of smokescreen protection plans as to different threats. And we should realize the smoke release precision control based on threats and effect estimation, provide methods for the performance evaluation and simulation of smoke combat, avoid aimless smoke release and promote the precision-oriented development of smokescreen calculation and performance evaluation so as to improve the smoke combat ability.

Another critical factor affecting the operational effectiveness of smoke release is to develop and solve rapidly the optimal control model for smoke release. As the battlefield is volatile, once the object is located, smoke release must be rapidly implemented so as to realize the purposes of operation. And in order to determine the release plan and performance rapidly, the efficiency of the diffusion simulation is crucial. Therefore, the priorities are the models with high calculation efficiency including the Lagrangian trajectory puff model [2], the stage smoke plume model or the random walk particle model [3]. Many research achievements have been applied for nuclear emergency, such as the Real-time On-line Decision Support system for nuclear emergency in European (RODOS) [4], and the Lagranian Puff Model adopted by the Chinese Tian Wan Nuclear Power Emergency System [5]. And in order to cope with the chemical emergencies in urban areas, the U.S. launched a large-scale research project under the title of CBNP at the end of last century to study from the perspective of scientific research the surface layer wind field and diffusion dispersion characteristics on the complex urban underlying surfaces through observation experiments and the numerical simulation methods [6]. As a main research method of CBNP, numerical simulation plays an important role in describing the wind field changes of various scales diffusion in urban areas. Regarding the operational system development, there are some successful cases in other countries: the United States developed the Atmospheric Release Advisory Capability (ARAC) [7], and Japan developed the System for Prediction of Environment Emergency Dose Information (SPEEDI) [8]. And we proposed to use the meteorological principles to establish hazard assessment models in cases of chemical terrorist attacks, pointed out the pivotal role that the numerical simulation method should play in responding to chemical emergencies, and explored the theoretical framework and experimental results of the Concentration and Dose Model or the toxic Clouds Diffusion Model over complex terrains (CDM) [3], which could calculate the hazard scope, grade, area, depth and other crucial technical statistics of atmospheric contamination chemical accidents within several minutes so as to provide instant, accurate, dynamic and smart support to the decision-making process of responding to chemical emergencies and had been applied in the Beijing Olympic Games [9], the combat with NBC terrorism [10], the destruction of Japanese Abandoned Chemical Weapons (JACWs) [11], and so on. In terms of the source item inversion method, a lot of research has been done on nuclear chemical accidents [12]-[13]. By applying the adjoint principle, we successively developed the optimal control of nuclear-biological-chemical threats, the optimized layout method of industrial pollution sources, the optimal control of air pollution, the selection of plants to destroy the JACWs, the hazard assessment of the chemical agents leakage, and so on [14]-[17]. However, no public report has been made on the smokescreen release precision control. Under such background, this paper proposes a theoretical framework for the smokescreen release precision control.

2. The Theoretical Framework for the Smokescreen Release Precision Control

The theoretical framework for the smokescreen release precision control is shown is Figure 1. The results of the
global circulation model (NCEP) are used as the background fields to run weather forecasting model (WRF) to
determine the accurate and elaborate meteorological fields for the target area. The meteorological field from
WRF runs the Smokescreen Diffusion Model over complex terrains (SDMx) and at the same time inputs the
boundary conditions and source based on the Source Processing Model (SPM) to simulate the smoke diffusion
process. And by applying the Smokescreen Property Index (SPI) and the Shadowing Mass Calculation Method
(SMCM), the smoke shielding effect is predicted by using the Shielding Effect Prediction Model (SEPM). And
based on different operational missions and conditions of the battlefield, determine the objective function (the
shielding scope, period, place, and so on) to be protected (disguised or from missiles). And depending on the
types, amount and smoke shielding massy of smokescreen release equipments, fix the restricted conditions to
conduct the smokescreen protection.

While the results of the SDMx run the Smokescreen Release Optimal Model (SROM), the SROM adopts the
natural cybernetics and the adjoint method to optimize the equipment placement and the smoke release and further
determine the optimal equipment application plan [18]. During the optimization, the equipment application
plan and the shielding effect feedback to each other, and through distributed computation, the sources determined
by the equipment application plan is integrated to the diffusion model and then the renewed smoke re-
lease plan’s shielding mass is worked out to obtain the Smoke Equipment Optimal Application Plan (SEOAP).

The entire optimal control process is a complex system that reflects the actual situation of using smokescreen
in the battlefield. Based on principles of dynamics and economics, it takes into account not only the constraints
including the operation troops, equipments and technologies but also the shielding requirements of the objects to
be protected. And it adopts the objective function with the lowest overall costs for the equipment application to
work out the optimal real-time smoke protection plan.

Meteorological fields forecasting. The operational environment is very complex, affected by both the system-
atic winds formed as a result of the global circulation and the local circulation. And the dynamic and thermo-
dynamic activities of the terrains and the uneven underlying surfaces determine the formation, development and
dissipation of the local circulations. Therefore, it’s necessary to study the precision forecast of the typical me-
teorological fields that may occur on the battlefield, select the proper meteorological forecasting models and pa-
parameterization schemes, and conduct research on the sea-and-land breezes, the up valley winds, the lake-and-
land breezes and the urban heat island effects based on our operational mission. And apply the scientific research
data to developing technology so as to improve the accuracy of meteorological forecasting. Use the background
fields from the global circulation model in the regional meteorological forecasting model and use the multi-layer
nesting technology to conduct accurate forecast of the meteorological fields \( Mf \left( u, v, w, t, e, K_v, K_z \right) \) of the tar-
get area. Among them, \( u, v, w \) are the three dimensional wind speeds; \( t \) stands for temperature and \( e \) stands for
turbulent kinetic energy; and represent horizontal and vertical diffusion coefficients respectively.
**Diffusion simulation.** Adopt the Euler theory or the Langrage theory to establish the Smokescreen Diffusion Model over complex terrains (SDMx). Conduct comparative studies of field diffusion experiments, physical modeling experiments (wind tunnel experiments and flume experiments) and numerical models to verify the applicability and accuracy of the smokescreen diffusion model. Study the coupling technology of the smokescreen diffusion model and the regional meteorological field forecasting model, use the latter to work out the delicate meteorological field to further run the SDMx which at the same time inputs the boundary conditions and source item to simulate the smokescreen (aerosol) diffusion process and the spatial and temporal distribution of the shielding mass \[ M_b(x,y,z,t) \] in the target area. And \( M_b \) refers to

\[
M_b(x,y,z,t) = \int_{V(x_1,y_1,z_1)}^{V(x_2,y_2,z_2)} c(x,y,z,t) \, dl
\]

In Equation (1), \( l_1(x_1,y_1,z_1) \) and \( l_2(x_2,y_2,z_2) \) are the places of the protected and shielded objects respectively.

**Smokescreen release optimal model.** Smokescreen diffusion is a question of natural science while smoke release is controlled by human activities. And the two are well connected by the natural cybernetics. Therefore, the natural cybernetics should be used to establish the Smokescreen Release Optimal Model (SROM).

**Objective functions.** By collecting information on the tactical and technical performances of various air raid weapons in the hands of the potential opponents, familiarize ourselves with the common air raid methods and the guidance models of the air raid weapons; by summarizing the tactical and technical performance parameters of our smokescreen release equipments and different smokescreen protection methods, clarify the smokescreen protection procedures and requirements; and by collecting materials on air situation information sharing, interactive mechanisms and methods and technology of our air defense system, determine the shielding mass and the shielding areas and promote the organic integration of the air situation information and the smokescreen release. The types and amount of smoke release equipments in military service can be determined only on the basis of studying the relationship between the smokescreen protection, threats and objects to be protected, and thus provides essential data for the determination of the objective function. Suppose \( E_k \) stands for the type of the smoke release equipments, \( E_q \) for the amount of the smoke release equipments, and then the objective function of the smoke protection plan

\[
J = G(E_k, E_q)
\]

When the shielding mass in the protected area just exceeds some certain threshold value \( M_{b_0} \), the objective function \( J \) in connection with the types and amount of the smokescreen release equipments will be the lowest, that is

\[
\min J = \min G(E_k, E_q) \quad \text{s.t.} \quad \begin{cases} M_b(x_0,y_0,z_0,t) \geq M_{b_0} \\ E_k \leq E_{k_0} \\ E_q \leq E_{q_0} \end{cases}
\]

where, \( \Omega(x_0,y_0,z_0) \) refers to the coordinate in the target area, \( E_{k_0} \) is the set of all the types of the smoke release equipment, and \( E_{q_0} \) is the set of the amounts of various smoke release equipment.

**The calculation method of the smoke release optimal model.** Since Equation (3) contains inequality, it is impossible to be solved directly. Thus, a new set of solutions are needed. Apply the penalty function method architecture to the smoke release optimal model

\[
J_{new} = G(E_k, E_q) + \gamma \sum_{j=1}^{N} w(M_b(x_0,y_0,z_0,t) - M_{b_0})
\]

where \( w(p) = \begin{cases} p^2, & \text{for } p \geq 0 \\ p^2 \exp(-p^2/\beta), & \text{for } p < 0 \end{cases} \) where, \( \gamma \), \( \beta \) are coefficients, which can be adjusted as it requires.

Use the adjoint method to solve this model, and the optimal smokescreen release schemes are thereupon worked out.

**System integration.** The smokescreen release precision control system is a complex system of multiple hardware and software platforms, multiple operation systems and multiple numeric models. Its framework is shown in Figure 2 as follows, mainly divided into three parts:
Figure 2. The integration of the smokescreen release precision control system.

(1) The hardware platform is divided into three levels: the super computers, the application servers and the display computers. The super computers are used for the numerical forecasting models, such as WRF, the SDMx and the adjoint model of the SDMx; the application servers run the SROM and other calculation models based on the GIS technologies; the display computers on PCs, Tablets and so on.

(2) The operation systems include Linux and Windows. Linux mainly operates NCEP, WRF, SDMx and the adjoint model of SDMx, and so on. Windows is primarily used to operate the database, the middleware and the secondary analysis and demonstration models of the GIS system data.

(3) The integrated numerical models include the meteorological field forecasting, the smokescreen diffusion, the smokescreen release optimal control, and so on.

3. Summary

Facing the challenges on smokescreen precise release under the background of the information age, accelerating the theoretical framework establishment for the precision control and breaking through the critical technical bottlenecks in smokescreen precision control can address the problems that the existing crude smokescreen estimation models have in meeting the requirements of accurate decisions under complex conditions, and overcome the defects of the smokescreen application schemes, that is, separation from the actual situation and inflexibility in targeted smokescreen release, and thus further enhance the preciseness of the smokescreen protection. Therefore, it is very important to adopt the atmospheric numerical simulation to develop the theoretical framework of the smokescreen release precision control based on complex terrains and inverse the shielding targets.
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